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Scene 0 Family Island Train Station 

Setting Family Island Train station 

 

Target vocabulary blue 

Target structures Look for (Oscar). 

Vocabulary box, train ticket  

Extension 
Structures 

Come and play with us. 

(He’s) hiding (in a blue box). 
Let me see your ticket. 

Well done! / Good job! 

 

Walkthrough 

Objective  Your objective for Scene 0 is to find Oscar. 

Intro 

 

You will arrive at Family Island by train and be greeted at the station by a group 
of children. They will invite you to a game of hide and seek and then run and hide 

in different places—one in each Scene. 
 

Adventure 1: Find Oscar 

 
Collect the train ticket on top of the bin. 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Give the train ticket to the inspector. He 

will tell you that Oscar is hiding in a blue 
box.  
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Find the blue box to the right of the 

inspector and click on it. Oscar will jump 
out of the box and congratulate you. Then 

you will receive a Picture Dictionary and 
an Animal Card Album. You can then 

move to the next Scene.  
 

 

 
 
 

Chatroom 

 

Before leaving the Scene, find the 
chatroom for Family Island. It can be 

accessed at any time by clicking on the 
door to the station waiting room. The 

chatroom allows you to chat or play 
language games with other online users.  

 
 

 
 

 

Exiting the Scene 

 

To Scene 1 �    Move to the end of the Scene on the far right and click once your 

cursor is a “Go right” symbol.  
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Scene 1 Fairground 

Setting The Family Island Fairground 

 

Target vocabulary 

Colours: black, blue, brown, green, orange, pink, 
purple, red, white, yellow  

Nature: bee, bird, butterfly, fish, flower, leaf 
Numbers: 1–10 

Other: balloon 

Target structures 
I’m (six). 

It’s a (painting). 

Vocabulary album, card, color, lake, painting, token 

Extension 

Structures 

Can I (help)? 
Here, take (this balloon). 

How old are you? 
Thanks for your help. 

Try again. 
What color is (your balloon)? 

What’s your name? 
Who are you? 

 

Walkthrough 

Objective  Your objective for this Scene is to find Neil. 

Adventure 1: Complete Vincent Van Gopher’s painting 

 

Walk right until you find the artist Vincent 
Van Gopher. Speak to him and he’ll give 

you a paint-by-numbers game to complete.  
 

 
 

Follow Vincent’s instructions to complete the painting correctly. 
 

 
� For example: “Two is red.” 
1. Click on the red paint pot. 

 
2. Then click any area of the painting 

labeled with a 2. 
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1 is green (example) 6 is black 

2 is red 7 is white 

3 is yellow 8 is orange 

4 is blue 9 is pink 

5 is brown  10 is purple 

 

Vincent will give you a token when you complete the Adventure.  
 

Adventure 2: Give the token to the balloon man 

Walk right until you reach a man selling 

balloons. Click on him to give him the 
balloon token and he will give you a 

balloon. The balloon will carry your 
character to the top of the town clock 

tower where you’ll find Neil.  
 

 

  

Supplementary activity 1 (available after Adventures 1 and 2) 

 
Find Gloria standing near the carousel. 
Speak to her and she will give you a 

purple balloon.  

 

  

Supplementary activity 2 (available after Adventures 1 and 2) 

 

Speak to the old woman standing to the 
left of the stall at the base of the clock 

tower. She will give you a Buzzy the bee 
card. Students should listen carefully for 

the pronunciation of the “b” sound.   
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Supplementary activity 3 

 
Find the painting of a butterfly near 

Vincent Van Gopher and click on it. This 

will take you to a game of Match Card to 
revise and extend vocabulary on the topic 

of Nature. 
 

 

  

Supplementary activity 4 

 

You’ll find a Polly the panda card on the stall next to the clock tower. Students 
should listen carefully for the pronunciation of the “p” sound.    

 

 

butterfly bird leaf flower lake fish 
 
To win: 4/6 correct answers 

 
 

Exiting the Scene 

 
To Scene 2 �    Move to the end of the Scene on the far right and click once your 

cursor is a “Go right” symbol.  
To Scene 0 �    Move to the start of the Scene on the far left and click once your 

cursor is a “Go left” symbol. Alternatively, use your map. 
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Scene 2 School 

Setting A Family Island School 

 

Target vocabulary 

Musical instruments: drum, guitar, piano, violin  

School vocabulary: book, chair, pen, pencil, eraser, 
ruler, school, table 

Target structures 

It’s a (piano). 

Let’s (play music). 
What’s this? 

Vocabulary 

School vocabulary: backpack, computer, desk, 
teacher 

Other: hair, lamb, mousse, music, trumpet  
Extension 

Structures 
Good work! 
Help me (find these). 

Nice sound! 

 

Walkthrough 

Objective  Your objective for this Scene is to find Rita. 

Adventure 1: Pick out the correct stationery items for the teacher  

 

Go into the school, go up the stairs, and enter the room on the left numbered “1” 
on the door. Speak to the teacher, Miss Campbell; she’ll give you a missing 

stationery list. Collect all the items on the list from the boxes on the shelves. 
 

 
� For example: Find the box with a black 
pen on it. Click on it twice to collect two 

pens. 
 

 
� The items will be checked on the 

list as you collect them. 

 

 
When you’ve collected all the items on the list, they’ll be automatically given to 

the teacher who will then congratulate you. 
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Adventure 2: Help the music teacher with his lesson 

 

Go to the ground floor and enter the room on the left numbered “2”. Talk to the 
children; they will tell you who they are and what their musical instruments are. 

Then talk to Mr. Trumpeter, the music teacher. He will invite you to join his class 
in playing some music. Listen to each of his instructions and click on the children 

with the correct instruments. 
 

Turn up the drums.      →   Click on Stacey Stix with the drum. 

Turn up the guitar.      →   Click on Brian Maybe with the guitar. 

Turn up the piano.      →   Click on Treble Clef with the piano. 

Turn up the violin.           →   Click on Bert Hoven with the violin. 

 

Once the Adventure is complete, Rita will jump out from behind the piano. Mr. 
Trumpeter will then reward you with a trumpet. 

 

Supplementary activity 1 (available after Adventures 1 and 2) 

 

Outside the music room you will find a character with green hair called Syd 
Viscous. Speak to him and he will give you a can of spiky hair mousse. 

 

Supplementary activity 2 (available after Adventures 1 and 2) 

 

Go to the top of the stairs and find Clarissa Clarinet. She will give you a Lucy the 
lamb card. Students should listen carefully for the pronunciation of the “l” sound.   

 

Supplementary activity 3 

 

Go to the top of the stairs and into the room on the right numbered “3”. You will 
find a Ricky the rabbit card on top of the second table. Students should listen 

carefully for the pronunciation of the “r” sound.   
 

Supplementary activity 4 

 
Find the bell to the left of the school 

entrance and click on it. This will take you 
to a game of Photo Shoot to revise and 

extend vocabulary on the topic of 
Classroom objects. 

 
 

 
 

pencil      computer     book      desk      pen      ruler 
 
To win: 4/6 correct answers 
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Exiting the Scene 

 
To Scene 3 �    Exit the school through the double doors on the ground floor, 

move to the end of the Scene on the far right, and click once your 
cursor is a “Go right” symbol.  

To Scene 1 �    Exit the school through the double doors on the ground floor, 
move to the start of the Scene on the far left, and click once your 

cursor is a “Go left” symbol. Alternatively, use your map. 
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Scene 3 Shopping Mall 

Setting The Family Island Shopping Mall 

 

Target vocabulary 
Family: brother, dad, family, mom, sister  

Feelings: happy, sad 
Jobs: doctor, pilot, teacher, vet 

Target structures 

My (brother) is (12). 
My (mom) is (a dentist). 

This is my (mom). 

Vocabulary 
Family: baby, grandma, grandpa 
Jobs: artist, cook, dentist, farmer 

Other: ice cream, zebra 

Extension 

Structures 

Here, have a (Zippy the zebra card). 

I/My children love (ice cream). 
Let’s put the photos together. 

My mom/My sister loves (ice cream). 

 

Walkthrough 

Objective  Your objective for this Scene is to find Millie. 

Adventure 1: Play a language game with Oscar’s brother, Thomas 

 
Speak to Oscar outside the ice cream truck. He will introduce his family. Oscar’s 

brother Thomas will invite you to play a game of Spell Drop to revise key 
language on the topic of Family.  

 

mom      sister      brother     dad      family 

 

To win: 4/5 correct answers 
 
Thomas will reward you with an ice cream for completing the language game.  

 

Adventure 2: Help Fenella Photographer find her photos 

 
Enter the shopping mall through the door with an “open” sign hanging in it. Go 

right until you find a woman with a camera around her neck. This is Fenella 

Photographer. Speak to her and her photos will fly away to different places 
around the shopping mall. Help her by finding and collecting all the photos. 

 

• There is one photo on the ground floor to the far right. 

• There is one photo on the first floor under the right-hand escalator. 

• There are two photos on the first floor outside the musical instruments shop. 

• There are two photos on the second floor outside the clothes shop. 

• There are two photos on the second floor outside the fast food restaurant. 
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Return to Fenella Photographer on the ground floor. The eight characters from the 
photos will be there with her. Speak to Fenella to give her the photos. 

 

Adventure 3: Help Fenella Photographer to match the photos 

 

Fenella is trying to match the characters in the photos with photos of their friends 
or relatives. Listen to the characters give a description of their friend or relative 

and each time choose the correct photo from the selection along the bottom of 
the screen.  

 

    

1. My mom is a 
dentist. 

2. My friend is a 
doctor. 

3. My baby sister 
is one. 

4. My grandma is 
a vet. 

    

5. My baby 

brother is two. 

6. My brother is 

twelve. 

7. My dad is a 

cook. 

8. My grandpa is a 

pilot. 

 
When you have matched all the photos, Millie will jump out of a trunk/box on the 

floor. Fenella will then reward you with a camera. 
 

Supplementary activity 1 (available after Adventures 1, 2, and 3) 

 
Go to the first floor. You will find two clowns; one is happy and the other is sad. 

Speak to the happy clown and he will give you clown face paint.  

 

Supplementary activity 2 (available after Adventures 1, 2, and 3) 

 
Speak to the waitress outside the fast food restaurant on the second floor. She 

will give you a Zippy the zebra animal card. Students should listen carefully for 
the pronunciation of the “z” sound.   

 

Supplementary activity 3 

 
On the far right of the first floor you’ll find a Sally the seal animal card. Students 

should listen carefully for the pronunciation of the “s” sound.   
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Supplementary activity 4 

 

Go to the fast food restaurant on the 
second floor. Above the counter you’ll find 

a picture menu. Click on the image of two 
bags of fries. This will take you to a game 

of Match Card to revise and extend 

vocabulary on the topic of Jobs.  
 

 

pilot cook vet doctor dentist teacher 
 
To win: 4/6 correct answers 

 
 

Exiting the Scene 

 
To Scene 4 �    Exit the shopping mall at the same point where you entered it. 

Once outside, find the bus stop sign, to the left, near the ice 

cream truck and click on it.  
To Scene 2 �    Exit the shopping mall at the same point where you entered it. 

Once outside, move to the far left of the Scene and click once 
your cursor is a “Go left” symbol. Alternatively, use your map. 
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Scene 4 Paloma Blanca’s Toy Factory 

Setting Paloma Blanca’s toy factory 

 

Target vocabulary 

Body: arms, feet, fingers, hands, head(s), legs, toes, 

wings 
Colors: black, blue, brown, green, pink, purple, red, 

white, yellow  

Target structures I have (two red arms). 

Vocabulary 

Body: ear, elbow, eyes, knee, neck, shoulders  

Other: count, gorilla, gray, machine, make, some, 
teddy bear, toy factory, toys  

Extension 

Structures 

Do you like (colors)? 

How many (arms)? 

How many hands do you have? 
Look at (my hands). 

We are in (my toy factory). 
Where are we? 

 

Walkthrough 

Objective  Your objective for this Scene is to find Amber. 

Adventure 1: Play a language game with Paloma Blanca 

 
Find Paloma Blanca, standing outside the entrance to the toy factory. She will 

invite you to play a game of Match Card to revise Colors. 

 

red pink blue yellow green black 
 
To win: 4/6 correct answers 

 

After completing the language game, Paloma will lead you into the toy factory.  
 

Adventure 2: Help Paloma to count the body parts on the toys 

 

Once inside the toy factory, walk right until you reach the stairs. Climb the stairs 
to the first floor then look for the elevator entrance to your right. Click on this and 

the elevator will take you to a room with a large machine in it. Paloma will be 

standing by it. Speak to her and she will ask you questions.  
 

Three toys will arrive one by one. Paloma will ask a question about each one.  
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� For example: “How many heads?” 

Count them and select the correct speech bubble option. 
 

Question Answer 

How many heads?   Three. 

How many hands?      Four. 

How many wings?        Six. 
 

 
 

Adventure 3: Help Paloma to sort the toys 

 
Return to the ground floor of the toy factory and move to the far right. You’ll see 

Paloma standing by a large toy machine with a tick and cross above it. Listen to 
the toys and press the green arrow for True or press the red arrow for False.  

 

 
� For example: “Look at me! I have three blue legs.” 

The toy has three purple legs so click on the red arrow for false (�). 

 

You will see: a toy monster, a toy panda, a toy spider, a toy robot.  
Answers will vary.  

 

! If you give three wrong answers, you will fail the activity and be ejected from 
the room. Re-enter and speak to Paloma again to restart. 
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On completion of the activity, Paloma will reward you with a teddy bear. Amber 

will then appear, dropping down from inside the toy machine. 
 

Supplementary activity 1 (available after Adventures 1, 2, and 3) 

 
To the left of the ground floor, in front of the machine with the toys moving 

around in it, you’ll find Colin Colorchange. Speak to him and he’ll give you a can 
of fun paint.  

 

Supplementary activity 2 (available after Adventures 1, 2, and 3) 

 
On the first floor (up the stairs) and to the far left, you’ll see a man wearing an 

orange hat. Speak to him and he’ll give you a Gaby the gorilla animal card. 
Students should listen carefully for the pronunciation of the “g” sound.   

 

Supplementary activity 3 

 
Go to the first floor of the toy factory. To the right of the elevator entrance, you’ll 

find an animal card on a metal pipe. This is a Harry the hippo card. Collect it and 
listen carefully for the pronunciation of the “h” sound.   

 

Supplementary activity 4 

Go to the first floor of the toy factory and 

click on the elevator door. It will take you to 

the room with the toy machine in it 
(Adventure 1). You’ll see a sink with an 

image of a duck over it to your left. Click on 
it and you’ll be taken to a game of Hungry 

Shark to revise vocabulary on the topic of 
Body parts.   

 

 

hands feet legs fingers toes arms 
 
To win: 4/6 correct answers  

Exiting the Scene 

 
To Scene 5 �    Exit the toy factory through the same doors that you used to 

enter it. Once outside, go right until you reach the edge of the 

Scene. Click when your cursor is a “Go right” symbol. 
To Scene 3 �    Exit the toy factory through the same doors that you used to 

enter it. Once outside, go left until you reach the bus stop sign. 
Click on this. Alternatively, use your map. 

  

 

! If you give three wrong answers, the machine will stop. Speak to Paloma 

again to restart the activity.  
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Scene 5 Pet Show 

Setting A Family Island Pet Show 

 

Target vocabulary 

Appearance: big, small 
Colors: black, brown, purple, red, white  

Pets: cat(s), dog(s), frogs, kitten, mouse, parrot(s), 
rabbit(s) 

Target structures I have (one small white dog).  

Vocabulary 
Appearance: fat, old, short, tall, thin, young 

Other: horses, pet show, poster, rosette, 
tortoise/turtle 

Extension 

Structures 

Do you have (a small white dog)? 

That’s/That isn’t (my pet). 
That’s wrong. 

What (pet) do you have? 

 

Walkthrough 

Objective  Your objective for this Scene is to find Rob. 

Adventure 1: Help the poster man to complete the poster 

 

Go right and speak to the man standing by the entrance. Help him to complete 
the Family Island Pet Show poster by matching the words to the images.    

 

  
� Click on a word, hold down the mouse button, and drag it to the correct place. 

Release the mouse button to drop it in place. 
 

Adventure 2: Return the pets to their owners 

 

Go through the entrance and continue right until you reach a large tent. Try to 

avoid the dog as you go. Enter the tent and go right until you get to the animal 
cages. This is the lost pet counter. Speak to the assistant and he will ask you to 

help him find the pets for their owners.  
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� For example: “Do you have a small white cat?” 

Click on the cages to see the animals inside.  
When you find the animal that matches the owner’s description, click on it. 

 

Answers will vary: the four pet owners will not always ask for the same 

pet and the pets will not be in the same cages every time you play.  

 
Once all the pets have been returned to their owners, the judge of the pet show 

will walk up to you and reward you with a rosette. At this point, Rob will jump 
out from his hiding place. 

 

Supplementary activity 1 (available after Adventures 1 and 2) 

 
To the left of the tent you will see a woman with gray hair called Pat Poodle. 

Speak to her and she will give you a dog photo.  
 

Supplementary activity 2 (available after Adventures 1 and 2) 

 

Walk to the far right of the tent. You will see a man in a cream-colored hat with a 
camera around his neck. He will give you a Tina the tortoise card. Students 

should listen carefully for the pronunciation of the “t” sound.   
 

Supplementary activity 3 

 

Go to the brown kiosk at the beginning of the Scene and jump first on the ledge, 
then on top of it. Sitting on the wall to your left you’ll see a white cat. Click on it 

and you’ll be taken to a game of Photo Shoot to revise vocabulary on the topic of 
Pets. 
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frog dog turtle parrot mouse kitten 
 
To win: 4/6 correct answers  

Supplementary activity 4 

 
To the left of the tent, under the raised wooden platform, you’ll find a Danny the 

dog animal card. Students should listen carefully for the pronunciation of the “d” 
sound.  

 

Exiting the Scene 

 

To Scene 6 �    Move to the end of the Scene on the far right and click once your 
cursor is a “Go right” symbol. 

To Scene 4 �    Move to the start of the Scene on the far left and click once your 

cursor is a “Go left” symbol. Alternatively, use your map. 
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Scene 6 The Voom Family’s House 

Setting The Voom Family’s House 

 

Target vocabulary 

Household objects: tub, bed  
House: bathroom, bedroom, garden, kitchen, living 

room  
Places: cafe, library, park, shop, zoo 

Target structures 

He’s/She’s/It’s in the (bathroom). 
The (tub) is in the (bedroom). 

Where’s (Mom)? 

Vocabulary 

Household objects: clock, stove, lamp, sofa, TV  

Other: false, homework, inside, sticker book, stickers, 
true, vulture 

Extension 

Structures 

Are you (Mr. Voom)? 

Can you find (Mr. Voom)? 
I like (stickers). 

Please give (this sticker book) to (Rita). 
Watch this! 

 

Walkthrough 

Objective  Your objective for this Scene is to find Zak. 

Adventure 1: Help Rita with her homework 

 

Move right until you find Rita sitting on the steps outside her house. Speak to her 
and she will ask you to find where things are in the house. Read the sentence, 

look at the picture then click either “True” or “False”. For example: 
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� False, the tub is in the living room. 

 

 

 

 

1 The tub is in the bedroom. 

   False (it’s in the living room) 

6 The tub is in the living room. 

   True 

2 The bed is in the bathroom. 

   True 

7 The bed is in the bedroom. 

   False (it’s in the bathroom) 

3 The TV is in the bathroom. 

   True 

8 The TV is in the living room. 

   False (it’s in the bathroom) 

4 The sofa is in the bedroom. 
   False (it’s in the kitchen) 

9 The sofa is in the kitchen. 
   True 

5 The lamp is on the kitchen table. 
   True 

10 The lamp is on the sofa. 
   False (it’s on the kitchen table) 

 
 

Adventure 2: Complete the activity in Rita’s sticker book 

 

Follow Rita through the front door of the house. Go into the kitchen on the right 
and speak to Mrs. Voom. She will ask you to find Mr. Voom. To find him, go 

through the door on the right and out into the garden. Speak to him and he’ll give 

you a sticker book.   
 

Go upstairs to the bedroom on the right-hand side of the house. Give the sticker 
book to Rita then click on her again to speak to her. You will enter a sticker book 

language game. Listen to the instructions and complete the image of a house 
using the stickers around the edge. Drag and drop them into place.  

 

 
� For example: “The sofa is in the living room.”  

Click on the sofa, hold down the mouse button, and place it over the living room. 

! If you give three wrong answers, the activity will stop and you’ll have to 

restart it by speaking to Rita again.   
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Release the mouse button to drop it in place. 

 
 

The sofa is in the living room. 

Mom is in the bathroom.  

The dog is in the garden. 

Dad is in the kitchen. 

Alice is in the garden. 

Ben is in the bedroom.  

The bed is in the bedroom.  

The clock is in the living room.  

The lamp is in the living room.  

The stove is in the kitchen.   

 

 
 

When you successfully complete the activity, Rita will send a mouse under the 

bed to scare Zak into jumping out from his hiding place. 
 

Supplementary activity 1 (available after Adventures 1 and 2) 

 
Speak to Millie, the girl with blond hair standing next to Rita in the bedroom, and 

she will give you a pair of rabbit ears.  
 

Supplementary activity 2 (available after Adventures 1 and 2) 

 

Go outside to the front of the house. You will see a girl on the grass, near the 
ladder. Speak to her and she will give you a Wendy the walrus card. Students 

should listen carefully for the pronunciation of the “w” sound.    

 

Supplementary activity 3 

Go upstairs to the bedroom on the left-hand side of the house. There is a Victor 
the vulture animal card on one of the tables. Students should listen carefully for 

the pronunciation of the “v” sound.   

Supplementary activity 4 

 

Go to the bedroom on the right-hand side 
of the house. Click on the purple bag 

hanging up next to the cupboard. This will 
take you to a game of Match Card to 

practice vocabulary on the topic of Places. 
 

 

 

zoo garden library park cafe shop 
 
To win: 4/6 correct answers 

! If you make three wrong moves, you will be ejected from the activity and will 

need to speak to Rita again to restart it.  
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Exiting the Scene 

 

To Scene 7 �    Go outside to the front of the house and move left. When you 
reach the bus stop sign, click on it. 

To Scene 5 �    Go outside to the front of the house and move left until you 
reach the edge of the Scene. Click once your cursor is a “Go left” 

symbol. Alternatively, use your map. 
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Scene 7 Farmers’ Market 

Setting A Family Island Farmers’ Market 

 

Target vocabulary 
Food: bread, cake, cheese, chocolate, fruit, honey, 
juice, meat, milk, salad, yogurt  

Target structures 

Do you like (ice cream)? 

I don’t like (yogurt). 
I like (bananas). 

I have (cheese and chocolate cake). 
It’s (good) for me. 

What do you have (for lunch)? 

Vocabulary 
banana, but, eat, food market, hungry, labels [n], 
label [v], lunch box, lunch time, nice, sweet, water, 

yak Extension 

Structures Keep trying. 

 

Walkthrough 

Objective  Your objective for this Scene is to find Penny. 

Adventure 1: Label the food and drink on the stalls 

 
Move right until you 

get to a market stall. 
Speak to Farmer Giles, 

the man wearing a 
straw hat; he will give 

you some food labels 
and ask you to help 

label the food. You 
must visit all the 

market stalls and label 
the different 

foods/drinks. Go to the 

next market stall and 
click on it, and then 

drag and drop the 
labels into place.  

 

 
 

� Click on a word, hold down the mouse button, and 

drag it to the blank space in front of the correct 

food/drink. Release the mouse button to drop it in 
place. You will need to drag in four words for each 

market stall. 
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Once one market stall has been labeled, close the window (click the “X”) and 
move to the next one. When all the market stalls have been labeled, Farmer Giles 

will thank you.   
 

Stall 1 meat    milk    cheese    ice cream 

Stall 2 cake    chocolate    water    juice 

Stall 3 fruit    honey    bread    salad 

 
 

Adventure 2: Help Miss Dash with the children’s lunches 

 

Walk right, jump over the bull, and continue right until you find 
a line of school children. Click on Miss Dash, the teacher at the 

beginning of the queue. She will ask you to help with the 
children’s lunches. She will then give you a banana. Speak to 

the children until you find one that likes bananas. When you do, 
click “Use” on the banana card in your backpack (top right of 

screen). The child will accept it and give you a different food in 

return. Continue like this until all the children have the right 
food/drink.  

 
� Miss Dash 

 

1 
Give the banana to 

Bonnie. She will give you 
a chocolate cake.  

 
����� 

4 
Give the juice to Boris. He 

will give you yogurt.    
 

 
����� 

2 
Give the chocolate cake 
to Ben. He will give you 

salad.  
 

����� 

5 
Give the yogurt to Betty. 
She will give you a lunch 

box.      
 

����� 

3 
Give the salad to Belinda. 
She will give you juice.   

 
 

����� 
 

 
After Betty has given you a lunch box, Penny will jump out from behind the 

wooden barrow where she’s been hiding. 
 

Supplementary activity 1 (available after Adventures 1 and 2) 

 
Go to the market stall with cake, chocolate, water, and juice on it. Speak to the 

old woman and she will give you a chocolate cake.  
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Supplementary activity 2 (available after Adventures 1 and 2) 

 

A woman with brown curly hair, carrying a basket, will be walking between two of 
the market stalls. Speak to her and she will give you a Jonny the jellyfish card. 

Students should listen carefully for the pronunciation of the “j” sound.   
 

Supplementary activity 3 

 

Go to the bull. Inside the fence around him you’ll find a Yasmin the yak card. 
Jump in and click on it. Students should listen carefully for the pronunciation of 

the “y” sound.   
 

Supplementary activity 4 

 

Go to Farmer Giles’ market stall on the far 
left of the market area. Click on the box of 

tomatoes on his stall. This will take you to 
a game of Photo Shoot to revise 

vocabulary on the topic of Food and drink.  
 

 
 

chocolate yogurt bread cheese milk meat 
 
To win: 4/6 correct answers 

 

 

Exiting the Scene 

 

To Scene 8 �    Move to the end of the Scene on the far right and click once your 
cursor is a “Go right” symbol.  

To Scene 6 �    Move left, towards the start of the Scene. Find the bus stop sign 
to the right of the straw bales and click on it. Alternatively, use 

your map. 
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Scene 8 Treetops Adventure Park 

Setting 
Treetops Adventure Park: entrance to the park (scene 8.1), the cave 
(scene 8.2), and the treetops (scene 8.3) 

 

Target vocabulary 

Feelings: excited, happy, hot, hungry, hurt, scared, 
thirsty, tired 

Other: eye, fish, flower, frog, hand, leaf  

Target structures 

He’s/She’s (thirsty). 
How many (birds) can you see? 

I’m (happy). 

Let’s have some fun! 

Vocabulary 
adventure park, answer, apples, binoculars, bored, 
cave, cheetah, fireworks, first, glow stick, hat, hurt, 

ice pop, party, questions, slide, Band aid, too, trees  

Extension 

Structures 

Are you (hungry)? 

I don’t want (that). 
I don’t have any (juice). 

Is he/she (happy)? 
Look for (a leaf). 

Off you go! 
What can (I do)? 

You can (go into the park). 

 

Walkthrough 

Objective  Your objective for this Scene is to find Tracy. 

Adventure 1: Make all the children happy 

 

To complete Adventure 1 you’ll need three new items:  
 

• Go right until you reach the cloakroom. There are two characters standing in 
front of it, one with a cap (Treetops Tony) and one without (Treetops Terry). 

Speak to Treetops Terry, on the right, and he’ll give you a bottle of water.  
• Walk right and collect the Band aid from the counter of the ice cream truck. 

• Speak to the woman standing outside the ice cream truck (Treetops Tasha) 

and she’ll give you an ice pop.  
 

Now speak to Treetops Tony outside the cloakroom. He’ll ask you to help the 
children before entering Treetops Adventure Park. There are five crying children 

in need of help, all in this section of Scene 8 (8.1). Speak to the adult next to 
each child to find out why they’re unhappy, and then use an item from your 

backpack (top right of screen) to make them happy.  
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Images appear in order from left to right of scene 8.1 
 

Image 

     

Child Erin Tammy Carrie David Andrew 

Problem 
Erin is 
scared. 

Tammy is 
thirsty. 

Carrie is 
hurt. 

David is 
hungry. 

Andrew is 
too hot. 

Solution 

Use the 
teddy bear 

from Scene 

4. 

Use the 
water. 

Use the 
Bandaid. 

Use the 
lunch box 

from Scene 

7. 

Use the ice 
pop. 

 

Once all the children are happy, you’ll be able to enter the adventure park. Go to 
the far right of the scene and click on the entrance in the rock (the cursor will 

change to a “go right” sign before you can enter).  
 

Adventure 2: Make your way through the cave to the Treetops Slide 

 

Now in the adventure park, use the four upright logs and the wooden platform to 
jump to the rock ledge with a man (Aztec Man) standing on it.  

 
Speak to Aztec Man and he will ask you some 

questions. Click on the binoculars to his left to 

begin; you will see a view of birds, butterflies, and 
apples in the trees. He will ask you three questions. 

Choose the correct speech bubble option to answer 
each question.   

 

How many birds can 

you see? 
Seven. 

How many butterflies 

can you see? 
Nine. 

 

How many apples can 
you see? 

Three. 

 
After answering Aztec Man’s questions, he will give you a glow stick.  
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Now enter the cave to his right. The glow stick will light your way through it. You 
will find gold cogs in the cave, each with a different image on it: fish; frog; hand; 

flower; leaf; eye. You will need to collect the eye, leaf, and frog cogs. The 
others can be collected but you will not use them.  

 
 

 

 
 

Go to the top left-hand corner of the 
cave. A clue written on the wall says 

LOOK FOR AN EYE, A LEAF, AND A 

FROG. PUT THEM ON THE DOOR. When 
you’ve collected the three cogs, click on 

the door to the left of the message and a 
pop-up window will appear. Drag and 

drop the correct cogs (the eye, the leaf, 
and the frog) onto the door, in any 

order. The door will slide open and you’ll 
be taken outside to the treetops.   

 

 
 

Once outside in the treetops, jump left across the wooden platforms until you find 

the Treetops Queen standing beside the treetops slide. Speak to her and you will 
get a ride on the Treetops Slide, which will carry you down to the scene where 

you started (8.1).  
 

! If you drag in the wrong cogs, you will have to restart from outside the cave, 

but you will keep any cogs you have collected so far. 
 

“Eye” cog “Leaf” cog “Frog” cog Entrance Exit door 
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Outro 

 
A fireworks party will be held in your honor to celebrate your completion of all the 

Adventures. Following this, students should make sure all the supplementary 

activities are completed if they want to earn eight gold stars on their report card.   
 

Supplementary activity 1 (available after Adventures 1 and 2) 

 

At the side of the lake at the bottom of the big trees (scene 8.2) you’ll find 

Treetops Tony again. Speak to him and he’ll give you a party hat. 
 

Supplementary activity 2 (available after Adventures 1 and 2) 

 

In scene 8.2, at the side of the lake, you’ll find Treetops Tara, to the right of 

Treetops Tony. If you speak to her she’ll give you a Sharon the shark card. 
Students should listen carefully for the pronunciation of the “s” sound.  

 

Supplementary activity 3 

 

To the left of the cloakroom, in scene 8.1, you’ll find a bench behind Erin with a 
Charlie the cheetah animal card on it. Students should listen carefully for the 

pronunciation of the “ch” sound.   
 

Supplementary activity 4 
 
As you are jumping through the treetops (scene 

8.3) across the wooden platforms leading to the 
Treetops Queen, you will see a blue bird 

perched in the trees. Click on it and it will take 
you to a game of Hungry Shark to revise and 

extend vocabulary on the topic of Feelings.   

 
 

thirsty bored tired hungry happy scared 
 
To win: 4/6 correct answers 

 
 

Exiting the Scene 

 
To Scene 7 �    Move to the far left of scene 8.1 and click once your cursor is a 

“Go left” symbol. Alternatively, use your map. 
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Glossary of items 
 

Scene 0 

train ticket Give this to the ticket inspector on the platform. 

Picture Dictionary 
Use this to look up unfamiliar words. You will find a picture 
and the pronunciation for each headword.  

Animal Card Album 
Collect all sixteen animal cards on your journey through 
Family Island. They will be stored in this album. 

Scene 1 

token Give this to the balloon man. 

balloon Click “HOLD” to carry this around with you.  

Scene 2 

missing stationery 
list 

Collect all the items on the list to complete Adventure 1 of 
Scene 2.  

trumpet Click “USE” to hear some Spanish trumpet music.  

spiky hair mousse 
Click “PUT ON” and it will turn your character’s hair green 

and spiky. 

Scene 3 

ice cream Click “HOLD” to carry this around with you.  

camera 

This will allow you to take a photo anywhere on the island. 

Click “USE” on the item card and then move the cursor 
and click to take a photo. Click on one of the thumbnails at 

the bottom to view a saved photo in full size. Click on it 
again to return to the camera or click “delete” to remove 

it. 

clown face paint 
 
Click “PUT ON” to look like a clown.  

 

Scene 4 

teddy bear 
Give this to Erin in Scene 8 who is crying because she’s 

scared. 

fun paint 

Click “USE” to change your skin color. Your skin will return 
to its color when you costumize with another character or 

when you leave the scene.  
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Scene 5 

rosette Click “PUT ON” to wear this item.  

dog photo Shows a picture of Pat Poodle’s dogs. 

Scene 6 

sticker book Give this to Rita. 

rabbit ears Click “PUT ON” to wear this item.  

Scene 7 

food labels 
Collecting this will enable you to label the food and drink 

on the market stalls.  

banana Give this to Bonnie and she will give you a chocolate cake.  

chocolate cake Give this to Ben and he will give you salad. 

salad Give this to Belinda and she will give you juice.   

juice Give this to Boris and he will give you yogurt.    

yogurt Give this to Betty and she will give you a lunch box.     

lunch box 
Give this to David in Scene 8 who is crying because he’s 

hungry. 

chocolate cake (2) 

Click “EAT” and your character will have chocolate all over 
their mouth from eating the cake. This will disappear when 

you costumize with another character or when you move 
to the next scene. 

Scene 8 

water Give this to Tammy who is crying because she’s thirsty. 

Bandaid Give this to Carrie who is crying because she’s hurt. 

ice pop Give this to Andrew who is crying because he’s too hot. 

glow stick You need this to light your way through the cave. 

party hat Click “PUT ON” to wear this item. 

 
 

 

 


